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Hello Coaches and Parents,
The purpose of this letter is to give you an overview of the Fall Ball Program and to prepare you with the program’s objectives and
how to make the most of your involvement.
DRILLS
It is important that you and the kids know the objective of the drills prior to their execution. Simply going through an activity, without being clear on what we are trying to accomplish, results in us falling short of getting the most out of the activity and the time
invested.
PLEASE, if the objective of a drill is not clear, ask questions before we start. Do not be shy about asking. Don’t feel as if you should
‘get it’ after the first explanation. In most cases the drill, the content and the focus points for attaining the objective(s) of an activity
are new for you and, like many things, hearing the info a second time is needed in order be clear on what we are trying to accomplish.
FIRST FEW DAYS
The primary teaching focus the first couple of days is almost entirely on getting the kids learning their defensive responsibilities. The
first few days of scrimmage will not run real smooth. It will take until day 5 or 6 before the kids are executing well in scrimmages.
THE LEARNNG PROCESS
A few things to keep in mind when teaching new things:
1. We don’t make corrections to content that has not been previously taught and drilled (no freelancing in our instruction).
2. In most cases a new concept/skill needs to be drilled on three separate days before it starts to take hold.
3. We are dealing with physical skills and applying them in the complex environment of fast paced game play. Most concepts are
fairly simple to grasp cognitively, but translating those concepts to quickly and instinctually reacting in a game environment takes
time. It is important that we understand this when setting our expectations and in regard to our patience level regarding mistakes.
PROVIDING FEEDBACK
We want to be very conscious of how we talk to the kids. Baseball is a game where, at the youth level, mistakes are made all the
time. We want all of our comments regarding the kids’ activities to be ACTION based. If our comments are RESULTS based, we are
establishing two negatives:
1) Comments following an undesired result puts the child’s focus on failure and can have them question their ability
2) When it comes to positive results that don’t occur a high percentage of the time (great hit, catch, throw, etc.) we often react
with praise at too high a degree…
Recognition of accomplishment is highly valued by humans (especially kids). When we give an inordinate amount of praise for the
great (but rare) plays, we unknowingly set the bar at a level that the more talented kids feel they have to reach in order to be considered ‘successful’, while less talented kids view gaining praise as unattainable and therefore they have little or no chance of ‘success’.
However, when we praise players for their effort to execute actions properly, they can be ‘successful’ in most everything they do and
can be given the praise that helps them gain confidence in themselves and they learn that consistent and proper actions are what
they want to strive for.
SCRIMMAGE
Our goal in scrimmage is to acknowledge kids for doing things correctly more often than we correct mistakes; 3:1 ratio. The first few
days this may be difficult, since we will be asking them to do things that are entirely new to many of the kids. As we get into days
three, four and beyond, the kids will start to ‘get it’ and we will have plenty of opportunities to acknowledge them doing things well.

COACHES
Participating in this program should be stress free for you and the kids. Don’t feel like you are required to know a lot or to ‘coach’ a
lot. Experienced guys, be patient. We have 10 days and 20 hours to get everything in; there is a plan. If you feel something is missing,
it likely is coming later in the plan. Please ask why something has not been addressed if you have a concern.
We all want to maintain the following mindset in regard to any instruction throughout the program: If you have a limited background; no big deal; this is low level, kids baseball. If you have a lot of baseball knowledge; be careful, it is real easy to start pulling
decades of experience and knowledge out of your brain and start firing it out at kids who have minimal experience on a ball field in a
structured environment. - “It’s not what you know, it’s what they understand that is important”
And…..there is only so much information they can process at once and in a given amount of time (2 minutes, 2 hours, 2 workouts).

- Mark

Day 1 Plan
-------------------------------------------------------“Baseball is a Game of Movement”
-------------------------------------------------------Three Rules: 1. Bat Safety, 2. When Coaches Speak: mouth closed, eyes up, no touching, 3. Only Positive Comments

TALK

“Ready Position” - football helmet
“The base is for the runner, the ball is for the defense”

“Move Your Feet to Catch”
“Ball First, Base Second”
No ‘Stretch’
——> The defensive player DOES NOT stand in a stretch position prior to the ball being thrown by their
teammate’. - we MUST work hard to eradicate this misconception from the game. When a player
stands in a stretch position at a base, we must correct them IMMEDIATELY.

DRILL

Underhand Toss - Shuttle (‘UH Toss Phase 1’)

DRILL

INF Base Coverage

DRILL

OF Backing-up

BATTING

Drills 1-2

THROWING

Receiving and Throwing

TALK

Playing Catch Practice - ‘The most important part of the day’

PCP

‘Playing Catch Practice’ - ‘a footwork drill’
- Rule: If your partner is not in a “Ready Position”, you are NOT allow to throw the ball
Coaches:
- Each has a few balls in their hands / half behind one group of kids; half behind other group
—-> Roll balls to kids when a throw is missed (kids are NOT allowed to chase balls)
- If they ARE NOT moving their feet to catch and throw (and they won’t) they need to be reminded!

SCRIMMAGE

Defensive Positional Movement Responsibilities
UH Toss on short throws (coach do w/kid 1x between batters)
Start each inning with runners on 1st & 2nd - last two batters of the previous inning
Players rotate positions each inning
“Baseball is a Game of Movement”

Underhand Toss - Shuttle / Throwing on the Run - Shuttle
A

C

“B”

A

B
”C”

C

B

“A”

C

A
“B”

B

A

”C”

B

C
“A”

A

C

“B”
Each of these drills are run the same, just using a different type of throw. Player with the ball runs approximately half way toward the opposite
base before making the throw. On the underhand toss the player with the ball may go slightly past half way; Throwing on the Run the ball may be
thrown before the player is halfway. The point at which the player tosses/throws the ball will vary by age, skill, strength, etc.

Underhand Toss technique:
Run holding ball near hip, in throwing hand. Momentum powers the throw, not the arm. Tossing technique: arm extends out FLAT/Level to the
ground and ‘guides’ the ball to the receiving player. The arm provides minimal power to the throw. At the conclusion of the toss the arm is fully
extended and palm is ‘flat’ and facing up to the sky.
Throwing on the Run technique:
Run with throwing hand elbow at shoulder height and somewhat in front of throwing shoulder; throwing hand extended up above the elbow.
Momentum powers most of the throw. Throwing technique: slight flexion back at the elbow, then a firm wrist snap forward toward receiving
player.

Infield Base Coverage Responsibilities
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Infield Base Coverage Responsibilities - Explained
There are four infielders, the game is played with one ball and there are three bases. The rule for infielders is ‘Play the Ball, or Cover a
Base’. Each infielder has only two possible responsibilities: 1. Ball or 2. Base. The formula for infield base coverage: 4 - 1 = 3; four infielders, one plays the ball, the three infielders that aren’t playing the ball cover a base.

When a player covers a base, they stand in a “Ready Position” facing the ball. They do not touch the base when not in possession of
the ball.

The First and Third Basemen have one base they are responsible for; the Shortstop and Second Basemen have two bases they are responsible for; one to their Left and one to their Right. These two players, positioned in the middle of the field, follow this simple rule:
If the ball is hit to your Left and you aren’t playing the ball, SPRINT to the base on your Left; If the ball is hit to your Right and you aren’t
playing the ball, SPRINT to the base on your Right.

The rule for the players in the middle of the field is “Always move towards the ball”

The Catcher also participates in this drill and has a responsibility to move. When the ball is delivered to the infield the Catcher leaves
the spot where they receive pitches and move to their ‘Position’, which is in front of home plate.

Running the Drill:
1.

The coach rolls a ball to one of the four infielders; not to the pitcher.

2.

When rolling a ball to an infielder, the coach calls out “ground ball to <position>”. This is important because on the Mini Diamond
it is simple for more than one kid to go get the ball.

3.

The player fielding the ball does not* throw the ball after fielding it.

4.

The three infielders not fielding the ball move quickly to their base, then turn and face the ball in a “Ready Position”.

5.

The players return to their positions and the drill is repeated.

6.

Be sure to rotate the players to different positions.

*Later in the season, after the players have demonstrated they clearly understand their movement responsibilities, modify the drill by
having the catcher call out which base to throw the ball to. The player fielding the ball throws the ball to that base using a technically
sound underhand toss. If the ball goes to second base the infielders can ‘turn a double play’ and if the ball goes to a corner base they
can throw the ball around the bases and back in to the catcher ..using an the underhand toss technique for all throws.

IMPORTANT NOTE: When delivering the ball to the first baseman or third baseman, only roll the ball about one third of the way toward the base. This forces the player to move far away from their base making it clear to the other infielders that a base is not covered. When working on movement responsibilities, this clear visual of an uncovered base helps the kids recognize where they are
needed.
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Day 1 Follow-up
The first few days of Fall Ball are dedicated to teaching ‘How to Play the Game’. In most instructional settings kids are taught how to
throw, bat, field, etc., but little, if any, time is dedicated to drilling them in how all players on defense work as a unit, each having a
responsibility to fulfill on every play. The majority of fall will be spent in scrimmage, so we must first lay the foundation of how the
defensive unit operates.

Objectives
Grasp the concept that ‘Baseball is a Game of Movement and that each player on the field, the moment the ball comes off the bat,
has a defensive responsibility. And fulfilling that responsibility requires them to move, and to get to where they need to be as fast as
possible. (This objective is not limited to Day 1; this will be an ongoing focus of our teaching throughout the program.)
Plant the seed for understanding that the lower half of the body is the key to successfully executing the skills of the game. The legs
power body movements, footwork is the key incorporating leg power, while maintaining control of, and discipline in, head movements is critical for controlling the power the legs and foot movement generates. (This objective is not limited to Day 1; this will be an
ongoing focus of our teaching throughout the program.)
Grasp the concept, “The base is for the runner, the ball is for the defense” and introduce concepts related to the defensive player’s
relationship to the base.

Accomplishments
The drills ran very well. A major factor in their success was the efforts of the coaches. The kids, on whole, demonstrated a fair understanding of their movement responsibilities both in the drills and in the scrimmage.
The kids followed the instruction regarding the use of their legs in their batting and the need to “Move Their Feet” when throwing
and receiving throws.
These two items may not seem like much, but they are the foundation for most everything that will be taught over the course of the
fall.

How Can We Improve?
This was only Day 1. Most coaches and players did not know what to expect. Given the fact that all content and the environment
was new for most and removing the rust for some, expectations were not that high.
We want the coaches to get more involved with the kids in providing feedback on defensive responsibilities and movement during
scrimmage. We’ll evolve a system where each coach on the field where each coach is only focused on one or two positions. Given
that, we need each coach to provide feedback following Each play.

Feedback is not limited to making corrections. We also want to be acutely aware of players fulfilling their responsibilities and acknowledging their good execution, ‘Hey, GREAT job getting to your base!’; ‘Way to sprint to your backing-up position!’.
It will take a few more days for coaches to get familiar with the flow of scrimmage and getting comfortable and confident in providing
feedback. Constantly check yourself when a paly goes by and you did nothing. A major part of the learning process, for players and
coaches, is the ongoing awareness of, and fulfilling, defensive responsibilities.

Outfield Backing-up

Day 2 Plan
TALK

“Ball, Base, Back-up” (Three B’s)

DRILL

Middle Infielders’ (SS/2b) Movement on Balls Hit to the Outfield

DRILL

Pitcher’s Backing-up Corner Bases

DRILL

Pitchers Covering a Corner Base

TALK

Three players in the middle of the field (P, SS, 2b): “Always Move Towards the Ball”

BATTING
THROWING

Drills 1-2 (add “Switch Heels”)
Receiving and Throwing (complete)

TALK

Review PCP - Emphasis: “A footwork drill”

PCP

This is a ‘Footwork Drill’

SCRIMMAGE

Defense:

Ball, Base, Back-up

Movement:

Everybody has a responsibility to MOVE - including the pitcher.
First reaction should be towards the ball

Positioning:

Corners: 15’ from base; MIF à half way between bases (ages 6-9)
LF/RF: half way between corner base & second base

WRAP

All nine players have a responsibility the moment the ball leaves the bat; each is required to MOVE somewhere
The P position has the most defensive responsibilities; the P moves all around the INF during an inning

Defensive responsibilities on each play (simple to remember): Ball, Base, Back-up

Do your two batting drills each night (1-2 minutes)

Middle Infielders Movement on Balls Hit to the Outfield
(cone)

Coach calls out, “Ball hit to left
field!”
Shortstop sprints to a point
minimum of 30’ from second
base.
Second baseman covers the
base.

SS

2b
(coach)

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

(cone)
Coach calls out (and points), “Ball hit
to right field!”

Second baseman sprints to a point
minimum of 30’ from second base.
Shortstop covers the base.

SS

2b
(coach)

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

(cone)
Coach calls out (and points), “Ball hit
to center field!”
Shortstop sprints to a point minimum
of 30’ from second base.
Second baseman covers the base.

2b

SS
Mark Linden © 2014

(coach)

Pitcher Backing-up Throws From The Outfield
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6-5 Play w/Pitcher Backing -up (shortstop using underhand toss to third baseman)
1. SET UP:
- One player at each position: pitcher, third base, shortstop and left field

2. TEACH:

4 DRILL:

On a ball hit to the Pitcher’s right, when they don’t field the ball,
the pitcher sprints straight toward third base. If the base is covered
(as it is in this drill), they break to a spot in foul territory, in line with
the throw to the base.

Coach rolls a ground ball 10’ to the shortstop’s right.

Third baseman - “Cover the base with your eyes”; get in a “Ready
Position” to prepare for the throw.

Shortstop - SLOW down to field the ball; “(feet) Wide to Catch”.
Then “Move Feet” FAST in a straight line toward the target and
make an underhand toss. If the third baseman is not ready for the
throw...keep moving toward the base until they turn and are set.
Left Fielder - back ups the ground ball to the shortstop

Shortstop -“(feet) Wide to Catch”, then “Move Your Feet (to
throw)”, then follow their throw - “Follow your head”

Third Baseman - “Cover the base with your eyes”, gets in a
“Ready Position”, “Moves Their Feet to Catch”, gets the “Ball
First and the Base Second”. Then shuffle a couple of steps, in a
‘power Position’ towards ‘The middle of the infield’. “Looking
for Other Runners” After finishing the play, rotate to the pitcher
position. Underhand toss the ball in to the coach on the way.

3. OBJECTIVES:
The pitcher builds a habit of sprinting to the base when they don’t
field a ball hit in the infield; recognize when to back-up.
Third baseman “covers the base with their eyes”; shortstop learns
to recognize those times they need to delay their throw...but not
stop moving towards their target.

Pitcher - sprints toward third, sees the base is covered, breaks
into foul ground as far beyond the base as there is room up to
20’ - 30’.

Left fielder learns their backing-up

LF
SS

3b

P

(Coach)

Day 2 Follow-up
The first few days we are in the phase where the kids are unsure of the idea that we Really want them to make dramatic movements
around the field. The concept that Baseball is a Game of Movement will take a few more days to sink in.

Objectives
Get the Middle infielders moving in concert …both “Always moving towards the ball”.
Have the pitcher recognize that their movement rules are the same as the middle infielders. Balls in the infield: if they don’t field the
ball they sprint to the base (1b or 3b) to the side the ball was hit to (L/R). When the ball goes to the outfield, the pitcher, moves towards the ball, which carries them out toward the baseline (between 2b and the corner base). Their responsibility now, is to back up
throws coming in from the outfield.
Have the kids understand that the Legs really are the most important part of the body used in swinging the bat.

Accomplishments
General movement of all the kids is pretty good considering they’ve only been exposed to the concept of movement for two days.

In just two days of exposure to the concept of utilizing the legs to swing the bat, the kids are incorporating a ‘Turn’ in their swing.

How Can We Improve?
We need to really emphasize to the kids that they have to SPRINT when fulfilling their defensive responsibilities. Also, we want to be
clear that the rule: “Ball, Base, Back-up” is absolute and not optional. The kids will perceive that on this play it probably isn’t important for me to cover a base or back-up a throw. Fulfilling one’s defensive movement responsibility is not optional. Regardless of
the situation, each player has a place on the field where they need to get to.
We are working to establish and unquestioning discipline in the kids to fulfill their defensive responsibilities asap after the ball is put
into play. There is more to teach them about reacting to a play as it evolves. But, they need to be in the correct spot on the field
(fulfilling their initial responsibility) to have the correct perspective for additional learning.

DAY 3 Plan
TALK

Force Out v Tag Situation

DRILL

Covering a Base - Tag Play

DRILL

Underhand Toss - (Phase 2)

DRILL

Pitchers Covering Corner Bases; 3-1 Play, 5-1 Play - (UH Toss, Phase 3)

DRILL
BATTING

“See Ball, Turn Back”
(load the springs in the legs)
Drills 1-4 - TALK (between drills 3 & 4): “Rubber Bands” analogy

THROWING

Receiving & Throwing (complete) - fewer reps

PCP

‘Footwork Drill’

TALK

We’ve emphasized:
Legs Power Your Swing - “Turn Fast”
Head in Place
Point #3: “Let the ball get to your feet”

SCRIMMAGE

Outfielders Three Defensive Responsibilities:
Move Towards the Ball —> on balls you may be able to get to in the outfield
Move Towards the Ball —> back up ground balls in the infield
Back up a base
LF/RF have two bases to back up
Three Defensive Responsibilities: 1. Stop the ball 2. Stop the runners 3. Get the ball to the middle of the infield
RULE: When the runners have stopped advancing - NO overhand throws ALLOWED

WRAP

Covering a base is a detailed activity when receiving a throw is involved.
DO NOT leave your base until the ball is back in the P hands …unless moving to recover the ball
OF’s 3 Responsibilities - review
Batting: See Ball, Turn Back / Legs power the swing; Legs start the swing; stretch rubber bands - “Turn Fast”

Do your four batting drills each night (2 minutes)

Receiving a Throw at Third from CF
This drill requires five distinct and quickly executed movements:
1. Get to the base as quickly as possible - “Cover the base with your eyes” (Player does not look for the ball
until they get all the way to the base. If they look back before getting to the base, start the drill over.)
2. Get in a “Ready Position” facing the thrower.
3. “Move Feet” to catch (Coach intentionally tosses the ball 5’-6’ away from the base.)
4. Make tag on the ground in front of the base (If they don’t put the glove on the ground, start the drill over.)

5. Move toward the middle of the infield (Must make a couple aggressive
shuffles in a power position - ”Look for other Runners”)

Coach
(Representing the Center Fielder)

3b

Underhand Toss - Phase II
The objective of the drill is to more closely simulate the execution of an underhand toss in a game situation.
The players Do Not shuttle back and forth in this drill
All the players on one side have a ball; on the other side we have one player at each cone, waiting in a “Ready Position”
On the coaches command the players with the balls run towards their partners, execute an underhand toss and continue their momentum towards, and past, their partner - “Follow Your Head”
Receiving players have their arms and hands extended out in front of their bodies.
The receiving players then run the ball back to the other line and hand the ball to the next player.

The player who just tossed the ball takes over at the receiving cone in a “Ready Position”.
On the coach’s command the next group takes off and executes an underhand toss.

In this format, we can put greater emphasis on proper technique from a coaching perspective.
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Day 3 Follow-up
We’ve implemented the core movement responsibilities for all positions (there are a couple situations left to address; what we have
in place covers 90% of what comes up on a given play). We’ve emphasized footwork in catching and throwing. We have pounded
away at the concept of turning the legs to power the swing, while keeping the head in place.
The experience of having a lot of information thrown at you all at once (coaches & players) is now past. Moving forward, most instruction will be repetitive use of concepts and teaching phrases already in place, but applying them to different scenarios on the
field.

Objectives
Get the kids to really hone in on taking care of the responsibility of their position.
The kids gain an understanding of how the actions of the legs applies to getting the bat going (‘Sideways Karate Chop’).
Increase the pace of completing each play and getting the ball quickly in the pitcher’s hands at the middle of the diamond.

Accomplishments
The kids are moving with greater understanding, urgency and confidence.
The coaches are showing more confidence and getting involved more in providing feedback on each play.
Balls are being hit harder and further; a result of kids buying into, and getting used to, the concept of powering their swings with
their legs

How Can We Improve?
Keep pushing for faster initial movement the movement the moment the ball is put into play.
The three players in the middle of the field (P, SS, 2b) moving faster and “Always Moving Towards the Ball”
Really emphasize the concept of immediately “Looking for other Runners” after making a play at a base and/or taking possession of
the ball
Coaches: look for things the kids are doing correctly and providing affirmative feedback, “Way to go you did your job” in addition to
making corrections and teaching.

DAY 4 Plan
TEACH

Ground Ball Footwork
‘Fast, Slow, Fast’
“Wide to Catch”
“Move Feet to Throw”

DRILL

20’ Ground Balls

DRILL

Throwing On The Run - Shuttle

TALK

“Pitcher is your ‘Servant’”

TEACH
BATTING

“Anchor”
Drills 1-4 w/Anchor

TEACH
THROWING

Four Seam Grip (each player is given a ball …balls returned after ‘Wrist Action’ drill)
Turn & Pull / Wrist Action / Snap / Shuffle, pull, snap (“Feet and Wrist”)

PCP

“Feet and Wrist”

TEACH
TALK

Footwork: Receiving a Throw - Force Play (@ first base)
After you throw the ball, “Follow Your Head” - “Feet and Wrist”
Fielding drills have two parts; each part is equally important. The catching part; the throwing part.

TALK: Karate - “Position of Strength”

COACHES: Make instruction and feedback comments ‘Action Based’ NOT Results Based
TEAM DRILL

Infield Throwing Across Rotation

SCRIMMAGE

‘Keep the ball moving’ - ‘You don’t have to throw the ball to transport it’
Three Defensive Responsibilities: 1. Stop the ball, 2. Stop the runners, 3. Ball to middle of the INF asap
Constant Movement:

1. Outs/Runners - from C
4. Eyes & Ears on C

WRAP

2. BBB

3. Stop Ball & Runners; Mid of inf - No OH throws; pitcher meet ball

5. “Ready Position”

‘You Don’t Throw The Ball With Your Arm’ …“Feet and Wrist” to throw; Feet for POWER, Wrist for ACCURACY.
Receiving a throw at a base on a FORCE - “Ready Position” …Stretch position AFTER the ball is in the air.
Keep the ball moving on defense until is in the pitcher’s hand at the pitching rubber …eyes/ears on the catcher.

Do your four batting drills each night (2 minutes)

20’ Ground Balls
SET UP:
Coach: 20’ - 25’ from the players; with a supply of 3-4
balls
One Player: positioned at a cone or other type of
marker
Other Players: lined up behind a second cone or
marker located 5’ - 10’ behind the first cone/marker
DRILL:
The coach rolls a ball medium to slow speed approximately six feet to the left of the player. The pace of
the ball should be such that the player is able to angle
in while going after the ball. Once the kids understand
the drill routine, the coach can roll balls to the kids’
right. Note: do not mix up the ground balls to the left
and the right. Players (of all ages) learn better when
repeating the same action over and over.
As soon as one player returns the ball to the coach,
the coach wants to get the next player moving. Once
the drill is fully in action we should only have two players (out of four) ‘waiting in line’. One player is returning to the line; one player is executing the drill.

Coach

TEACHING:

Call out “Ready Position” to the player. Once the player is in a “Ready Position” roll the ball.
The player moves their feet FAST to the ball, they SLOW down to catch the ball. Tell the player “Wide (feet) to Catch”
as they prepare to field the ball. After they field the ball they run FAST toward the coach. Tell the player “(Move Your)
Feet to throw”.
The player runs towards the coach, returns the ball using an underhand toss, then follows their throw (“Follow Your
Head”), runs around the coach and returns to the line at the ‘waiting cone’.
COMMON MISTAKES:
1. Players, especially those that are more aggressive and/or nimble, will often not slow down to catch the ball resulting in them losing their balance while fielding, which negatively impacts their ability to get under control to
make a good throw, or they will miss the ground ball altogether (this becomes more of an issue with older players).
2. Some players will want to run through the catch using one hand as if they are fielding a ‘slow roller’. This is a natural tendency for more aggressive and/or nimble players. We need to explain to them that we are rolling the ball
slowly in order for them to better focus on their footwork and the ‘fast, slow, fast’ cadence of fielding.
3. Slowing down or stopping when making the underhand toss or not continuing forward movement after throwing
the ball. The requirement to run around the coach is incorporated into the drill to eliminate the tendency of players
to stop and help them develop the habit of continuing to “Move Your Feet” during and after the underhand toss.

Underhand Toss - Shuttle / Throwing on the Run - Shuttle
A

C

“B”

A

B
”C”

C

B

“A”

C

A
“B”

B

A

”C”

B

C
“A”

A

C

“B”
Each of these drills are run the same, just using a different type of throw. Player with the ball runs approximately half way toward the opposite
base before making the throw. On the underhand toss the player with the ball may go slightly past half way; Throwing on the Run the ball may be
thrown before the player is halfway. The point at which the player tosses/throws the ball will vary by age, skill, strength, etc.

Underhand Toss technique:
Run holding ball near hip, in throwing hand. Momentum powers the throw, not the arm. Tossing technique: arm extends out FLAT/Level to the
ground and ‘guides’ the ball to the receiving player. The arm provides minimal power to the throw. At the conclusion of the toss the arm is fully
extended and palm is ‘flat’ and facing up to the sky.
Throwing on the Run technique:
Run with throwing hand elbow at shoulder height and somewhat in front of throwing shoulder; throwing hand extended up above the elbow.
Momentum powers most of the throw. Throwing technique: slight flexion back at the elbow, then a firm wrist snap forward toward receiving
player.

Infielders Throwing Across - Rotation
Fielding Ground Balls:
Ready Position (to the start EVERY rep in every drill)
1)
2)
3)

Quick feet to the ball
Slow (under control) “Wide Feet to Catch”
Quick feet (in a straight line) toward target to throw. Momentum after the throw; follow your head.

Get in front of the ball when CATHCING the ground ball, not when approaching the ball.

Two groups of six players.
Three players in each group are busy at all
times: Shortstop, First Baseman and player
next to the coach in a ready position taking
an underhand toss from the first baseman
as they rotate.
Note: keep a bucket of balls at first base,
so that if a ball is not caught the First Baseman can grab another ball and keep the
drill moving.

Day 4 Follow-up
Finally! …some ‘real’ baseball; we did some work on ground balls. We emphasized that when fielding a ground ball, like catching
and throwing, the primary focus is footwork. Coaches, hopefully by now we have engrained in you a recognition and mindset that
the primary focus in our teaching of the mechanics of the actions in the game is the legs and feet.
We have connected the lower body to the upper body in the swing: The legs “Turn Fast”, which stretches the muscles (“Rubber
Bands”) in the core of the body which then ‘snap’ the “Sideways Karate Chop” action of the upper body which takes the bat to the
ball.
The action of the legs has a big impact on the accuracy of the swing. We are now to a point where having our kids do their batting
drills at home, training the muscles to move properly, will have a significant impact on their success on the field.

Objectives
The kids become clear on the concept that “The base is for the runner” and when covering bases they do not touch the base, but
rather stand in a “Ready Position” right next to the base.
The kids covering bases recognize the importance of them staying at their base for the duration of the play and not wander off.
The kids, when covering their base (and most importantly the catcher) keep their eyes on the ball and follow its movement
throughout the play. We want to really teach that the ball is their focus and not the runners. The defensive player is at the base
and the runners will go to the base. We need to stay focused on the ball, so to be prepared to catch it and make a play on the runner

Accomplishments
The kids are showing an understanding of the importance of ‘Keeping the Ball Moving’ and ‘Getting it to the middle of the infield as
quickly as possible after the runners have stopped trying to advance.
Batters are hitting balls harder and farther; look for a big jump in the number of balls hit to the outfield in Days 5 and 6.

How Can We Improve?
Outfielders movement: First responsibility is to ‘go after the ball’. Always anticipate the ball being hit to you as an outfielder; either
into the outfield itself or to the infielders in front of you. BUT, as soon as it is recognized that the ball is not hit in your area/
direction to quickly default to Backing up a Base and sprinting to get into position in line with the throw to the base the outfielder is
backing up.
When backing up a base, we need a greater distance between the base and the player backing up - 25’.
Second basemen and Shortstops still need to be more decisive when their responsibility is to cover the corner base.

DAY 5 Plan
DRILL

‘Drop Step’ & ‘Drop & Go’

DRILL

Toss Drills - going back

DRILL

Toss Drills - angling In

TALK

“Feet in Place”
Keys to a good swing and consistent contact:
“Turn Fast”
“Head & Feet in Place”
“Let the Ball Come to Your Feet”

BATTING
TALK
BATTING

Review Drills 1-4 w/awareness of “Feet in Place”
Hands in a Straight Line / “Half Way, All the Way”
Drills 5 & 6

THROWING

Turn & Pull / Wrist Action Drill / Shuffle, shuffle, pull, snap

PCP

“Feet and Wrist”

TEAM DRILL

Toss Drills - Angling Back
NOTE: This is a two part drill: 1. Making the catch 2. Throwing the ball back in using proper footwork

SCRIMMAGE

Receiving Throws Footwork - Force
Increase expectations of Footwork: fielding, throwing and receiving throws
Firm expectations for all defensive responsibilities (BBB); exception: Pitcher Position…this will need more time.

WRAP

Keeping your “Feet in Place” throughout your swing is an absolute must …this will be a top priority throughout fall
“Feet and Wrist” to throw. The mechanics of swing same as throwing (Feet/Legs start the action; wrist finishes)
A fly ball over your head? Drop Step…DROP STEP…DROP STEP!!!

Do the six batting drills each night (2-3 minutes)

Skip a Rock, Wrist Action between Drills 3 & 4

Toss Drills - Fly Balls

Coach stands 10’ from player. Player
breaks back, full speed, at 45 degrees.
Allow player to run 10’ then toss a fly ball
approximately 30’; limit height of toss to
12’-15’. The is a running and catching drill,
not a high pop fly drill.
In most cases an underhand toss by the
coach works fine, is more accurate and
easier on the arm.
Get Behind It:
Coach uses underhand toss.
Stand 10’ from player, toss
the ball ~20’ in the air and
~5’ behind the player.
Player Drop Steps after ball is
tossed, gets to a point a step
or two behind the ball , then
comes forward to catch.
NOTE: Early on put emphasis
on footwork, not on catching
the ball.

Going Back:
Same as above, but with
player using a drop step
and running straight back.

Coach stands 40’ from player who breaks in, full
speed, at 45 degrees. Allow player to run 10’ then
toss a fly ball to a point approximately 30’ ahead of
the fielder; limit height of toss to 10’-12’.
NOTE: An Underhand Toss by the coach is usually
more accurate.

NOTE: On all return throws require absolute
adherence to proper throwing technique
using legs and moving feet toward target.

© 2012 Mark Linden

Day 5 Follow-up
Today we focused on fly balls. And again, the emphasis was on footwork. One of our goals in including coaches and parents
in the fall ball program is for you to walk away with a real understanding of the importance of footwork in athletic actions.
This focus then expands to the legs/lower body.
Baseball, from a kid’s perspective is a hands oriented game. The hold the ball in their hand, their glove is on their hand and
the hold a bat in their hands. Logically they figure that their hands and arms are the tools of the trade. The reality is however, and we hope the message is beginning to resonate, that the legs power the body’s actions and the feet are the keys to
getting the most out of the legs.

Objectives
Gain an awareness of the importance of developing footwork skills when making plays on fly balls.
The kids learn the three foundations for consistently catching a fly ball: 1. Maintain their running speed while the ball is in the
air, 2. Extend their arm and have their glove away from their body when catching the ball 3. In instances where they have
to run all the way to the point of making the catch (opposed to getting to the point of the catch before the ball arrives) to
‘run through the catch’.
Coaches become aware, and make it clear to the kids, that fielding drills have TWO parts: 1. Catching the ball, 2. Throwing
the ball back the coach. Most ballplayers when participating in fielding drills, understandably view the drill objective as being
exclusively a ‘practice catching the ball’ activity. The fact is catching the ball is only half of it. Each time a player handles a
ball they are given the opportunity to practice their throwing skills as well - when they throw the ball back to the coach.
(Unfortunately, kids and coaches do not recognize this opportunity to improve as ballplayers. The first key to establish in the
kids’ minds that throwing the ball back to the coach is part of the drill and of equal importance to the catching the ball aspect. Next, we must enforce the requirement that they make technically sound throws back to the coach EVERY time (“Move
Their Feet to Throw, be it underhand for a short distance or overhand for longer throws).
I encourage coaches to make it a habit that any time a player throws the ball to the coach and does not use proper technique, the coach tosses the ball back to the player and has them make the throw again. Soon the players recognize that we
are serious about all throws being made properly and that throwing the ball properly, each time they throw the ball, is of
great importance.)

Accomplishments
The kids took to the instruction well and made a real effort to execute the actions we were teaching. They (and the coaches)
did an outstanding job of giving equal importance to making good throws as in their efforts to execute the proper actions
related to catching the ball. In fact, at times, they were more focused on making good throws, which was great to see, because it showed that they latched on to what we were telling them about the importance of good throws all the time.

How Can We Improve?
Stay consistent in our coaching and expectations of the kids using proper actions all the time. On the day a new concept of
skill is introduced we are very focused and motivated in our instruction. However, when we come to the field for the next
practice(s) it is natural for our level of focus and enthusiasm to wane.
Effective coaches remain consistent in their expectations of the kids and of themselves to maintain their personal discipline in
both correcting the players as well as acknowledging them when they perform their actions correctly.
Structure - Discipline - Consistency

DAY 6 Plan
DRILL

Base Running - Turns and Touches - ‘Two Bases’

DRILL

Base Running - Through First Base

DRILL

Sliding

TALK
BATTING

“Feet in Place” ...maximizes strength in legs
Drills 2-6 w/ awareness of “Feet in Place”

THROWING

Turn & Pull (rotator cuff safety)
Kids…. No Pain
Wrist Action (elbow safety)
Kids…. No Pain
Shuffle, Pull, Snap

…ONLY ONE Shuffle …but need a BIG PUSH (with feet) on that shuffle

PCP

Shuffle, Pull, Snap

…ONLY ONE Shuffle …but need a BIG PUSH on that shuffle

TEAM DRILL

‘Ambush’ (Rundown …don’t even mention pickle; just say, “when a runner is caught between bases”)

SCRIMMAGE

Base Running: When there is a fly ball, if the OF catches the ball, you are not allowed to run ‘til after the catch
Greater level of expectation of Catcher involvement in running and leading the defense
…also defensive players’ awareness of tuning into the catcher during and following each play
Batters: Balance / “Feet in Place” throughout all swings

WRAP

Base Running: When the ball goes into the outfield the batter and base runner are going TWO Bases
Exceptions:
Defense quickly gets the ball in and forces runner to stop after one base
Ball is shallow and OF has chance to force the runner out at the next base
‘Ambush’ Rules:
1. Force runner to look away 2. 10’ in front of the base (receiving player) 3. Create a throwing lane
Batting: REMINDER…”Let the ball get to your feet” / The Pitcher is Your Servant

Do the six batting drills each night (2-3 minutes)

Base Running, Turns & Touches - Touch Point on the Base

Base Running , Turns & Touches - Three Groups

SET UP:
Use throw down bases for
the group that is running from
first to third in the area beyond the
Infield cutout.

Set a cone 10’ feet in front of each base
where the turn and touch is being made and
4 feet outside the base line.

Base Running - Through First Base, Three Groups

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Base Running - Through First Base - Phase I
Set up:
Place throw-down bases in the base line between first and second base
Place cones 20’ from three first bases
Coach stands 10’ beyond first base

Drill:
On the coaches command a base runner runs through first base; continues running past the coach, giving the
coach a High Five.

Objectives:
Players learn, through doing, that they are allowed to run through first base and they will still be safe.
Players learn to focus on the base, not what is happening with the ball.

Teaching:
Run as fast as you can to the base, past the base and give the coach a ‘High Five’
Rule: You have to look at the base while running towards it (not allowed to look at what is happening with the
ball), see your foot touch the base and yell, “Base” when you touch it.

Notes:
By having the players start 20’ from first base we are able to get more repetitions of the drill in a short period
of time, which leads to more learning. Running the full distance from home to first base is not required to
achieve the objective.
Having three groups reduces the time the kids spend standing in line (and not learning).

Rundown Drill - “Ambush”
Three Rules of a Rundown:
1) Force the runner to look away BEFORE throwing the ball; chase the runner.
2) Player on the receiving end of the play comes 10’ in front of the base.

3) Get to the side of the runner while chasing. Determined by the chasing player; receiving player moves to the same side. (This

SS

(Coach/Base Runner)

1B

1B

SS

SS

1B

SS

First Baseman:

The situation of the drill is a batter-runner has hit a long single, is trying to stretch it into a double, but the ball arrives at second
base when the runner is approximately 20’ away.

The player with the ball chases the runner towards first base forcing the runner to look away from the ball. While chasing the runner, the player with the ball moves slightly to the side of the runner.

The receiving player quickly moves to a point 10’ in front of first base. While moving to this point the receiving player moves to the
same side of the runner as the player with the ball. This creates an unobstructed throwing lane.

The player with the ball makes a throw, so the ball arrives to the receiving player when the base runner is approximately three
feet from the receiving player (judging when to throw requires a practice and repetition). After throwing the ball, that player
“Follows Their Throw” and goes to a point just beyond where the receiving player caught the ball. (In a game situation this player
positions themselves 10’ in front of the base to be prepared if the rundown continues and requires them to receive a throw.)

Day 6 Follow-up
Today we covered base running and fine-tuned our teaching emphasis and expectations on team defense during scrimmage. We
made keeping “Feet in Place” through the conclusion of the swing a high priority. We asked the players to work on eliminating multiple shuffles of the feet when throwing and to work on using just one shuffle before getting a throw off. We are getting the catcher
more involved in the defense by having them serve as the eyes for the defense and having them call out where to throw the ball.

Objectives
Base Running
Kids gain a mindset that anytime the ball goes into the outfield they are wanting to advance two bases.
Touches on rounding the base as well as running through first: the kids and coaches come to recognize that the ‘eyes’ are the
central theme of these activities. The eyes need to focus on the touch point on the base while approaching and the base.
The runner needs to see their foot touch the base; then they lift their eyes for information of what to do next.
Batting:
“Feet in Place” at the conclusion of each swing
Throwing:
Players make “Feet and Wrist” their focus when throwing (de-emphasize ‘arm’)
One shuffle of the feet when throwing: ‘Shuffle, Pull, Snap’
Catcher:
Introduce the concept of vocalizing to the defense where to throw the ball.

Accomplishments
The players are getting more aggressive on the bases - recognizing when there is an opportunity to advance multiple bases on a
play.
On defense the kids are getting more instinctive in fulfilling their “Ball, Base, Back-up” responsibilities (great progress at the
pitcher position) enabling them to be more conscious of what the runners are doing.
The kids are beginning to communicate during the play, calling for the ball as well as the catcher getting involved in calling to the
defense where to throw the ball.
We are starting to see more powerful swings, harder hit balls and some balls being driven to the outfield.

How Can We Improve?
BACKING-UP BASES*. The kids are TOO close to the bases when backing up. We must make is a priority to teach the kids,
following each play, that they need to get further beyond the base (25’ or, at 1st and 3rd, to get in position to play a carom
off a fence) when backing up. The coach working in the area of a player backing-up MUST, following the play, go to the
player backing-up and MOVE them to a proper distance beyond the base and explain the need to be far enough back in
order to react to an overthrow and have time to get to the ball.
When a ball is hit to the outfield, the PITCHER does not go all the way out to the baseline; they go out TOWARD the baseline,
but must stay far enough back to be in position to react to the direction of a throw and then MOVE quickly to where they
need to be in order to effectively back up the throw.

We need to continue to teach the kids the concept of being IN LINE with the path of a thrown ball when backing-up.
While some players are getting into the habit of “Looking for other runners” after making a play at a base, we coaches want to
be right on top of things and quickly and more vocally remind the kids to “Looking for other runners”. Yes, it is OK to tell
them this in the middle of the play. We really want to push this concept and make it second nature for every player.
* Grasping the concept of establishing enough distance between the base and the where the backing-up player needs to stand is
challenging for the kids and will take time for them to learn. However, we coaches must put in the effort and address this each time
it comes up.

DAY 7 Plan
DRILL

‘Cut-Relay Play to Home’ - Mini Diamond (this is Day 1 of 2)

TALK

“Turn Endpoint” - “Handle of a Whip” analogy
“Feet in Place” ...maximizes strength in legs

BATTING

Drills 1-5 w/”Turn Endpoint” focus
TALK: Prior to drill #6 - definition of ‘Acceleration’
Drill #6

TALK

Swing Zone / (9 v 1)

THROWING

Turn & Pull (rotator cuff safety / power)
Wrist Action (elbow safety / accuracy)
Shuffle, Pull, Snap

…ONLY ONE Shuffle …but need a BIG PUSH (with feet) on that shuffle

PCP

‘”Feet & Wrist

TEAM DRILL

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (5-3 & 6-3 / 4-6 & 3-6)

SCRIMMAGE

Awareness of Relay to Home situation each time a runner is on second base and ball hit to the outfield
Footwork for technique for Gb’s, throwing and receiving throws
Positioning and footwork when receiving throws at a base

WRAP

Scrimmage is ‘Non-stop activity’
1. Outs/Runners
2. BBB

4. Eyes & Ears on C

3. Stop Ball & Runners; Mid of inf - No OH throws; pitcher meet ball

5. “Ready Position”

Footwork is the key to Fielding Success:
Batting Keys:

“Turn Fast (legs)”

Ground Balls

Fly Balls

“Head and Feet in Place”

Receiving a Throw at a Base

“Let the Ball Get to Your Feet”

Cut-Relay Play to Home - Mini Diamond
Teach and train on mini diamond (25’- 30’ square) - refine throws on full field
NOTE: many of the drill activities below refer to running the drill on the Mini Diamond that do not apply to the drill on a full fi eld.
Pitcher:
1.

Get lined up - ‘Look both ways’: find the ball, look home; get in line between the ball and home.

2.

Move out toward the outfielder to a point ‘half way’ between the ball and the base. This will be near the baseline between
first and second. Do Not go past the baseline

3.

Call loudly and repeatedly for the ball - in a “Ready Position” (with hands held above the head) facing the ball

4.

Catch & Throw - “Move feet to catch”, “Turn glove side”, move feet toward catcher and throw using good underhand toss
technique.

Outfielder (when drilling on mini diamond):
1.

Let the ball come to you (move left and right as required to get to the ball)

2.

Wait for the pitcher to call for the ball (it will take them longer to get into position then for the OF to be ready to throw)

3.

Move feet towards pitcher and use good underhand toss technique when throwing to the pitcher

Catcher:

1.

Move to their ‘position’ in front of home plate

2.

Call the play: just before the outfielder fields the ball call loudly, “Four, four, four”

3.

Communicate on Relay: as the ball is in the air between the outfielder and pitcher call and repeat loudly, “Cut Four”

4.

Catch, tag the ground where the base runner would be sliding, then shuffle out towards the middle of the infield, “Looking for
other runners”.

OF

Coach:
1.

2.

Mix up the location of balls to the
outfield, so pitcher’s learn to line
up to different spots.

(Coach)

P

Maintain discipline of Pitcher and
Catcher on their movement and
communication responsibilities

C

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls - version 1
SET UP: Coaches in each batter’s box; parent helpers at first base and second base to catch throws.
The coach in the LH batter’s box tosses ground balls to the third baseman and shortstop, who throw to first base.
The coach in the RH batter’s box tosses ground balls to the first baseman and second baseman, who throw to second base.
A third group is in the outfield working on fly balls.
OBJ:

Get the players massive reps in a short period of time

DRILL:

Two autonomous groups in the infield, fielding ground balls and throwing to their designated base. Coach alternates ground
balls between the two positions they are working with. Parent helpers catch throws, then roll the balls back in to the coach
in to the coach they are working with; or they have a bucket to place balls in.
Coach in the outfield tosses fly
balls to the players
In their group.

2b

SS

3b

1b

NOTE: Instruction for first basemen who
are right handed throwers:

“Step Across; Feet and Wrist”
v

1. “Step Across” - to get the glove side of
their body pointing towards their target.

Day 7 Follow-up
The Cut-Relay play to home was introduced. The kids learned that the pitcher is the cut-relay player to home, Not the second baseman or shortstop. This may have been a new concept to coaches as well, who may have been thinking that the first baseman and
third baseman serve as the cut-relay to home. This is one example of how the game played (and taught) differently on the small
diamond versus the big diamond.

Objectives
Cut-Relay Play to Home
Introduce the key point of understanding of how this play is run. Most importantly that the Pitcher is who the outfield throws
the ball to when a runner is attempting to score. Related to that is the Pitcher understanding the importance of their positioning on this play. They follow the rule, “Always Move Towards the Ball”, which takes them out toward the outfielder.
Batting:
Kids gain an understanding of how the “Turn Endpoint”, at the midpoint of their swing, makes their swing faster and more
powerful
Ground Balls:
Emphasis on “Feet Wide to Catch” and “Move Feet to Throw”. Continue the emphasis on how footwork is vitally important for
success in fielding ground balls and strong, accurate throws.

Accomplishments
The kids are becoming aware of the catcher’s role in the flow of play and as the point to refocus their attention, at the conclusion of a play, in order to be prepared for the next batter and defensive situation.
We continue to see more movement on defense and players becoming more aggressive and confident in fulfilling their defensive responsibilities.

How Can We Improve?
Backing up Bases…..distance beyond the base need to be much greater
More teaching, understanding and execution of the rule: “Always Move Towards the Ball” as it applies to the three players in
the middle of the field: pitcher, shortstop and second baseman.

DAY 8 Plan
DRILL

‘Cut-Relay Play to Home’ - Mini Diamond (Day 2 of 2: quick review, then mass reps)

TALK
BATTING

‘Centered, Stacked, Tall’ (gain awareness of torso in relationship to the swing)
Drills: #2 (Turn Endpoint focus) #5, #6 (Anchor & Accelerate focus)

THROWING

Turn & Pull (Shoulder Safety / Power)
Wrist Action (Elbow Safety / Accuracy)
Shuffle, Pull, Snap (ONE Shuffle)

PCP

Pitching

Standing Drills: 1. Stride to Power Position
2. Stride, Turn and Pull (focus on glove elbow: Up, then Pull - “Anchor”
Pitching Drills: (35’) 1. Glove elbow Up, then pull
2. Head STRIGHT forward; Elbow STRIGHT back - “Anchor”

Position Player Throwing - “Move Feet”

SCRIMMAGE

Backing-up distance is 25’-30’ (Coach Demo)
…sometimes at 1B and 3B an overthrow is fielded after the ball caroms off the fence
The three players in the middle of the field, “always move towards the ball” - review of this concept
Batting: “Let the ball get to your feet” (to where contact is made at a ‘Position of Strength’)

WRAP

Batting: keep your thoughts in the Swing Zone
The ball has to come to the strike zone (no thought of where the pitched ball ‘might’ go)
You have no control over the ball/defense (no thought of ‘what might happen’ after ball leaves the bat)
We believe every pitch will be ‘right down the middle’; “Yes, yes, yes, NO” approach - EVERY pitch

Cut-Relay Play to Home - Mini Diamond
Teach and train on mini diamond (25’- 30’ square) - refine throws on full field
NOTE: many of the drill activities below refer to running the drill on the Mini Diamond that do not apply to the drill on a full fi eld.
Pitcher:
1.

Get lined up - ‘Look both ways’: find the ball, look home; get in line between the ball and home.

2.

Move out toward the outfielder to a point ‘half way’ between the ball and the base. This will be near the baseline between
first and second. Do Not go past the baseline

3.

Call loudly and repeatedly for the ball - in a “Ready Position” (with hands held above the head) facing the ball

4.

Catch & Throw - “Move feet to catch”, “Turn glove side”, move feet toward catcher and throw using good underhand toss
technique.

Outfielder (when drilling on mini diamond):
1.

Let the ball come to you (move left and right as required to get to the ball)

2.

Wait for the pitcher to call for the ball (it will take them longer to get into position then for the OF to be ready to throw)

3.

Move feet towards pitcher and use good underhand toss technique when throwing to the pitcher

Catcher:

1.

Move to their ‘position’ in front of home plate

2.

Call the play: just before the outfielder fields the ball call loudly, “Four, four, four”

3.

Communicate on Relay: as the ball is in the air between the outfielder and pitcher call and repeat loudly, “Cut Four”

4.

Catch, tag the ground where the base runner would be sliding, then shuffle out towards the middle of the infield, “Looking for
other runners”.

OF

Coach:
1.

2.

Mix up the location of balls to the
outfield, so pitcher’s learn to line
up to different spots.

(Coach)

P

Maintain discipline of Pitcher and
Catcher on their movement and
communication responsibilities

C

Day 8 Follow-up
The Cut-Relay play to home was covered again. Some of the kids are getting the concept of the pitcher being the key to the play and
the need for the pitcher to get into position as quickly as possible. The catcher’s demonstrated a better understanding of their need
to vocalize the ‘Cut Four’ command to the pitcher.

Objectives
Cut-Relay Play to Home
Review this play and improve through more repetitions

Batting:
The concept of the batter wanting to remain “Centered, Stacked and Tall” throughout the swing was introduced. This teaching is a
reinforcement of points taught earlier and serves as a final illustration of the ‘good posture’ a batter wants to maintain throughout
their swing.
‘Centered’ has been taught since day one when we taught “Keep Your Head in Place” (centered between the feet and on top of the
torso in the stance and throughout the swing.
‘Stacked’ is in reference to the positioning of the body as a result of “Anchoring the Swing” with the back leg. When the swing is Anchored and the Head Stays in Place the result is a Stacked relationship of with the hips directly above the back knee, the shoulders
straight above the hips and the head on top of and in line with those three areas of the body. ‘Tall’ refers to the look and feel of being Centered and Stacked.
Throughout the swing and at the conclusion of the swing a batter wants to remain Tall in their body positioning. Specifically a batter
does not want to have a bend at the waist during the swing.
Pitching:
Introduce to the players and coaches to incorporating ‘Pitching Practice’ to the first part of the ‘Playing Catch’ Practice routine.
Scrimmage:
Continued emphasis on getting players to an effective distance beyond the bases when backing up; also continued emphasis on the
rule: The Three Players in the Middle of the Infield “Always Move Towards the Ball”.

Accomplishments
The kids are becoming aware of the catcher’s role in the flow of play and as the point to refocus their attention, at the conclusion of a play, in order to be prepared for the next batter and defensive situation.
We continue to see more movement on defense and players becoming more aggressive and confident in fulfilling their defensive
responsibilities.

How Can We Improve?
Backing up Bases…..distance beyond the base need to be much greater
More teaching, understanding and execution of the rule: “Always Move Towards the Ball” as it applies to the three players in the
middle of the field: pitcher, shortstop and second baseman.

DAY 9 Plan
TALK

“Turn Glove Side”

DRILL
DRILL

“Turn Glove Side” (x5)
Gb R/L (“Wide to Catch”)

SBW

‘Skill Building Warm-up’ (note: only three groups when working with a team of 12 players)
1-6 Play - “Turn Glove Side”
When the ball is hit back to the pitcher with a runner on first, the play is to second base in order to
get the lead runner out
2. 20’ Ground Balls
3. Toss Drills - Angling In
4. Throwing on the Run - shuttle

BATTING

Drills: #3 (Turn Endpoint focus) and #6 (Anchor & Acceleration focus)

THROWING

Turn & Pull (Shoulder Safety / Power)
Wrist Action (Elbow Safety / Accuracy)
Shuffle, Pull, Snap (ONE Shuffle)

PCP

Pitching:

Focus #1: Turn & Pull, Snap
Focus #2: Wrist Snap

Position Player Throwing:

“Feet & Wrist” …”Follow Your Head”

Skills:

Cut-Relay Footwork

“Turn Glove Side”

“Feet & Wrist”, “Follow Your Head”

(Fast, FastER …’acceleration’)

TEAM DRILL

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls (5-4 6-4 / 4-3 3-1)

SCRIMMAGE

Backing-up distance is 25’-30’ (Coach Demo)
…sometimes at 1B and 3B an overthrow is fielded after the ball caroms off the fence
The three players in the middle of the field, “always move towards the ball” - review of this concept

WRAP

The batting swing and the throwing/pitching action are very much the same.
Batting - the big muscles in the legs Turn Fast to generate power; that power is transferred to the top
hand (smaller muscles in the wrist and frearm), which accelerates the bat through the ball.
Pitching - the big muscles in the legs generate power; that power is transferred to the throwing
hand/wrist (smaller muscles), which accelerate (snaps) the energy through the ball.

1-6 Play, “Turn Glove Side” - Full Field

(Pitcher fielding and throwing to shortstop covering second base)

1. SET UP:

2. TEACH:

- Place the pitching rubber 25’ from second base

On a ball hit back to the pitcher,
the shortstop covers the base and

- Two kids at the pitcher position; two kids at the shortstop position (shortstop stands only a
couple of steps on the shortstop side of the base for this drill. This drills runs so fast that there

takes the throw, the second baseman runs to back up second base.

isn’t time to wait for the shortstops to run between their regular position and the base)

3. OBJECTIVES:

4 DRILL:

This simulates a ball hit back to the pitcher with a base

Coach rolls a ground ball to the pitcher.

runner on first.

Pitcher fields the ball with their back facing second base. Then “Turns
Glove Side”, “Moves Feet to Throw”, and then “Follows Their Head.” The

We want the pitcher to throw to second and force

pitcher then rotates to shortstop.

out the lead runner.

Shortstop moves to a point next to the base, standing between the base
and the pitcher, gets in a “Ready Position”, “Moves Their Feet to Catch”,
gets the “Ball first and the base second”, then tags the base witch their
foot. After finishing the play the shortstop runs the ball to the pitching
rubber, then rolls ball in to the coach, then rotates to pitcher.

The pitcher learns proper footwork for throwing to
second base - “Turn Glove Side”
Kids learn that the shortstop takes the throw from
the pitcher and the second baseman backs up
the base. Both, “Always move towards the
ball” (the ball is hit up the middle, to the short-

Note: When kids get older (10+)
the shortstop will stand on the
centerfield side of second base

stops left and the second baseman’s right. Both

SS

P

(Coach)

Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls - version 2
SET UP: Coaches in each batter’s box; parent helpers at first base and second base to catch throws.
The coach in the LH batter’s box tosses ground balls to the third baseman and shortstop, who throw to second base.
The coach in the RH batter’s box tosses ground balls to the first baseman and second baseman, who throw to first base.
A third group is in the outfield working on fly balls.
OBJ:

Get the players massive reps in a short period of time

DRILL:

Two autonomous groups in the infield, fielding ground balls and throwing to their designated base. Coach alternates ground
balls between the two positions they are working with. Parent helpers catch throws, then roll the balls back in to the coach
in to the coach they are working with; or they have a bucket to place balls in.
Coach in the outfield tosses fly
Balls to the players
In their group.

2b

SS

1b

3b

NOTE: Instruction for third basemen, who
are left handed throwers:
“Step Across; Feet and Wrist”
v
1. “Step Across” - to get the glove side of
their body pointing towards their target.

Day 9 Follow-up
There are many situations during a game when a player fields a ball or handles a throw and their back is to the point where they want
to throw the ball. Turning around correctly in getting ready to throw is very important. When a player throws the ball they want the
glove side of their body pointed at the target; turning ‘to their glove side’ is an important action to teach and drill. Today we had
pitchers fielding ground balls and throwing to second base (assuming a situation where there is a runner on first).
We also introduced the concept of a ‘Skill Building Warm-up’.
Teaching basics of the pitching action entered its second day, and the third and final segment of “Playing Catch Practice” was introduced; the ‘Skills’ segment. We now have the full three parts of ‘Playing Catch Practice’ incorporated into our Fall Ball routine.
The flow of Fall Ball now looks much like practice will in the spring:
I. Wiffle Ball Batting
II. Skill Building Warm-up
III. Playing Catch Practice (parts I - III)
IV. Team Drills
VI. Scrimmage
…the only aspect of the daily practice template that we do not run in Fall Ball is Batting Practice (part V)

Objectives
“Turn Glove Side”
Introduce this concept and drill the players to begin to instill the habit.
‘Skill Building Warm-up’:
Introduce coaches to this concept and demonstrate the value of making this part of the practice plan each day of the Spring Season.
Scrimmage:
Continued emphasis on getting players to the proper distance beyond the bases when backing up; also continued emphasis on the
rule: the three players in the middle of the infield “Always Move Towards the Ball”.

Accomplishments
The kids came to recognize that their natural tendency is to turn to their throwing hand side when their back is to their target. We
were very strict about the absolute requirement that they ‘Turn Glove Side”. We also created an awareness that when there is a
runner on first base and the ball is hit to the pitcher, the ‘play’ is at second base (to get the lead runner), not first base.
In the spring, through drilling this action during the multiple days available to train this concept, it will become more instinctive and
result in more outs.

Massive ground ball repetitions and a fast pace during the Team Drill segment. We continued to push the players to remain focused
and maintain a fast pace during the ‘Mass Ground Balls and Fly Balls’ drill. They are beginning to understand that a properly run
Ground Ball Drill does not involve standing around waiting their turn.

DAY 10 Plan
SBW

‘Skill Building Warm-up’ (note: only three groups when working with a team of 12 players)
1. 5-1 Play - “Cover the base with your eyes”
2. 1-6 Play - “Turn Glove Side”
3. 1-3 Play
4. 20’ Ground Balls (w/footwork towards first)

BATTING

Drills: #2 (Turn Endpoint focus) #5, #6 (Anchor & Accelerate focus)

THROWING

Turn & Pull

PCP

Pitching:

Wrist Action

Shuffle, Pull, Snap

Focus #1: “Glove Elbow Up, Then Pull”
Focus #2: Wrist snap

Position Player Throwing: “Feet & Wrist” - “Follow Your Head”
Skills:

SCRIMMAGE

Catch, Tag, Power Position (“Look for other runners”)

Backing-up distance is 25’-30’ (Coach Demo)
…sometimes at 1B and 3B an overthrow is fielded after the ball caroms off the fence
The three players in the middle of the field, “always move towards the ball” - review of this concept

WRAP

Here is what we learned:
- Ball, Base, Back-up; Keep the ball moving; Get the ball to the middle of the infield, asap
- Move Your Feet to Catch, Move Your Feet to Throw; “Feet & Wrist”
- Swinging the bat and throwing the ball are pretty much the same actions: “Turn, Pull, Snap”
- Batting: Turn Fast; Head in Place & Feet in Place;
Anchor and Crack the Whip; Centered, Tall & Stacked.
We don’t ‘Swing’ the bat; we ‘Snap’ the bat.

5-1 Play -

Skill Building Warm-up

(third baseman fielding , underhand toss to pitcher)

1. SET UP:
- Place the pitching rubber, cone, etc. 30’- 35’ from third base
- Two kids at the pitcher position; two kids at third base position (15’ off the base/foul line)
- Coach 40’ from the third baseman.
2. TEACH:

4 DRILL:

On a ball hit to the third base side of the pitcher and the pitch-

Coach rolls a ground ball 10’ to the third baseman’s left.

er does not field the ball, the pitcher sprints to third base and
“Covers the base with their eyes”, then sets up in a “Ready
Position” facing the ball
With runners on first and second we want to get the lead runner at third when possible.
3. OBJECTIVES:
Pitchers develop the habit of quickly getting to third base on
balls hit to the third base side of the field and they do not field
the ball. The third baseman and pitcher get reps in executing
this play. The players reinforce the value of using the under-

Third Baseman fields the ball with “Feet Wide”, then runs towards
third base - “Move your feet (to throw)”, uses proper underhand
toss technique and follows their throw - “Follow your head”. Then
rotates to pitcher positon.
Pitcher “Cover the base with your eyes”, gets in a “Ready Position”, “Moves Their Feet to Catch”, gets the “Ball first and the base
second”, then tags the base with their foot. After finishing the play
they roll the ball in to the coach. Then rotates to third base positon.
While those two players are rotating, the coach rolls the ball to the
next third baseman who tosses the ball to the next pitcher.

hand toss on short throws.

3b

P

(Coach)

1-3 Play -

Skill Building Warm-up (pitcher fielding , underhand toss to first baseman)

1. SET UP:
- Place the pitching rubber, cone, etc. 30’-35’ from first base
- Two kids at the pitcher position; two kids at the first base position (15’ off the base/foul line)

2. TEACH:

4 DRILL:

On a ball hit straight back to the pitcher or to the pitcher’s
left, the pitcher can usually use the underhand toss for the
throw to first base.

Coach rolls the ball a few feet to the pitcher’s left.

First Baseman, “Cover the base with your eyes”.

3. OBJECTIVES:
Players come to recognize the value of the underhand toss
technique and that it can be successfully used very often.

Pitcher fields the ball with “Feet Wide”, then runs towards first
base - “Move your feet to throw”, uses proper underhand toss
technique and follows their throw - “Follow your head”

First Baseman gets in a “Ready Position”, “Moves Their Feet to
Catch”, gets the “Ball first and the base second”, then tags the
base witch their foot. After finishing the play they roll the ball in
to the coach, and then rotates to pitcher.

Players ingrain the habit of getting into a “Ready Position”

1b

P

(Coach)

Day 10 Follow-up
One of our primary goals coming into Fall Ball was for the kids to learn ‘how to play the game’ and come to recognize that “Baseball is a
Game of Movement”. Another goal was for coaches to gain insight on how to structure drills and practice activities so kids were constantly active and maximizing repetitions. Finally, we wanted the kids to become acutely aware of how using their legs and moving their
feet play a significant role in the skills and actions of the game.
The ultimate goal was to simplify the teaching and learning of the game, make being on the field FUN and grow the kids’ passion and
love for the game.
We established the activity sequence of a productive and well-structured practice. The flow of our Fall Ball workout now looks much
like a practice will in the spring:
I. Wiffle Ball Batting
II. Skill Building Warm-up
III. Playing Catch Practice (parts I - III), which is preceded by daily batting and throwing drills
In these first phases of our daily practice plan we can accomplish more teaching and learning, and train more skills, than most teams
cover in an entire practice.
All our kids get a lot of quality live swings at pretty good pitches. Everyone gets a lot of reps in a variety of fielding skills and situations.
Each player works on their pitching skills and we play catch in a purposeful way where the critical skills of throwing and receiving throws
are improving. And in the third part of ‘Playing Catch Practice’ we cover a skill that is needed multiple times in each game.

…and when this routine is established with your team in the spring (after 6-7 practices) all this is accomplished in the first 30-35 minutes
of practice.

Objectives
‘Skill Building Warm-up’:
Establish this activity as something to include in every practice.
Daily batting and throwing drills, followed by ‘Playing Catch Practice’:
Establish the value these activities bring to practice and for coaches adopt them as part of their daily practice routine.
Define the core concepts taught throughout the fall. Wrap up our final workout by pointing out the foundational concepts that applied
to all the activities in the fall. And to reaffirm that even activities that may seem complex are nothing more than a combination of a few
basic actions. These basic actions were taught in the first couple of days of the fall and most were reviewed and drilled on pretty much
a daily basis.

Accomplishments
The kids really got the concept of using their feet when throwing and receiving throws. We are seeing stronger and more accurate
throws and a lot more throws being caught. The batters have a pretty good idea of how to their bodies work in the swing, especially
the use of their legs, and have greatly improved their overall body control during their swings.
The kids are now moving around the field and working much like a unit on defense and have become pretty decent at managing the ball
and the runners.
The players and coaches got a lot of reps this fall and we all had Fun.

Scrimmage Focus Points
Footwork
“Ready Position” to catch (includes “Feet Wide to Catch” on ground balls)
“Moving Your Feet” to catch and throw
“Follow Your Head” (especially on underhand toss)
Three Individual Responsibilities on Defense (3 B’s):
Play the Ball
Cover a Base
Back up a Base

Three Team Responsibilities on Defense:
Stop the ball (each throw is backed up)
Stop the runner(s) - throw the ball ahead of the runner(s)
Get the ball to the middle of the infield (Pitcher) ASAP
Receiving Throws at a Base
“If you are not playing the ball, cover a base” (infielders and pitcher
“Cover the Base with Your Eyes”
“The base is for the runner, the ball is for the defense”
“Ball first, base second” à “Move Your Feet to catch”
“Look for Other Runners”
The three players in the middle of the field (SS, 2B & P) “Always move towards the ball”
Outfielder Responsibilities:
Go for balls hit to the outfield
Charge ground balls hit to iinfielders in front of you (primarily LF and RF)
Back-up throws to a base (“two players in position to catch every throw”)
Keep The Ball Moving - when you get the ball IMMEDIATELY do one of two things
THROW ahead of the runner(s) - if trying to advance
Not sure what to do? - RUN towards the middle of the infield

…if the runner(s) are not trying to advance - “RUN the ball in”
Once the runners have stopped trying to advance…
‘No overhand throws allowed’
Get the ball to the middle of the infield (Pitcher) as fast as possible (Pitcher: go get the ball)
After the play, RUN back to your position
Eyes on the catcher - listen to the catcher
“Ready Position”
Catcher Responsibilities (Run the Game):
Get in front of home plate immediately after ball is put in play.
Call out where to throw the ball ---> at the end of most plays, the last communication is, “Eat it!, Run it in”
Before each batter: OUTS & RUNNERS (make eye contact with your teammates)
Base Running
Ball in the infield, one base - eyes on the front of first base
Ball in the outfield - think: “Two Bases”
Proper Turns & Touches
Cut-Relay Plays to Bases
Plays at 3B à SS is the cut player
Plays at Home à P is the cut player

